
Sermon Notes . . . Vision 2018 
 

 

What is Vision? 
 A message or revelation from God . . . hearing from God. 
 Setting/charting the course 

 

Why is Vision important? 
Without it the people are “unrestrained”  (rudderless, w/out direction) 

 Ex. 32        Moses on Mt Sinai (idolatry in the camp, priest is unconcerned)  
 Judg. 21.25    No King/leader (people did what was right in their own eyes) 
 1 Sam. 3.1     Eli’s wicked, lazy family  (Word of the Lord was rare in those days) 

 
 

The Vision:  Loving.  Learning.  Living like Jesus 

To be a like-minded people committed to Loving, Learning, and Living Jesus.   The original commitment was to an effective 
“Shepherding” Ministry (Luke 15) . . . to discover the lost . . . recover the hurting . . .  and restore the wandering “sheep” of Gallatin 
and Sumner County, and, through passionate worship and purposeful discipleship, equip them to become completely committed 
followers of Jesus.   
The goal is not to attract a crowd or win a fan base . . . it is simply to make disciples.  NO target crowd!  NO age ranges!  No 
specific groups!  WHO WANTS TO KNOW JESUS?  Are they lost . . . hurting . . . stumbling . . . struggling . . . LET’S SHOW THEM 
JESUS! 

 

What does this look like? 
 

You will find FAITH Church to be contemporary (RELEVANT, not pandering) in its methods, conservative (not dry, boring, 

legalistic) in doctrine and courageous (not weird or unengaging) in faith as we strive to help and serve and meet the needs 
of our community. 
 
You can expect FAITH Church to Equip and Encourage . . . our members to “live their faith and share their lives” in 
their homes, their neighborhoods, their work place, and in their communities.    *YOU CAN LEAD A HORSE 
TO WATER . . . 
 
You will experience FAITH Church as a place with a quality, warm, inviting Sunday morning worship service where 
people will feel comfortable inviting a friend.   
 
By the sweet, amazing grace of our Redeemer King, FAITH Church seeks to be a place where the 
 

Hopeless find HOPE  Helpless find HELP 

Lonely find a FRIEND  Lost find a SAVIOR 
 

In our LOVING . . . Matt. 22.36-40 

 God-focused: Worship / Prayer / Time in the Word (searching & listening) 

Bragging on the Son  (testimony & praise & thanksgiving) 

 Man-focused:  Fellowship / Encouragement / Sharing / Bearing 
o Biblical love - - - 1 Cor. 13 

 



The “ing” part . . . Phil. 1:9-11: Love MAY ABOUND!   

 “Abound still more and more”:  overflow in abundance 
 “Real knowledge”:  more than mere facts; gained thru experience 
 “All discernment”:  practical application of knowledge 

o Sometimes our efforts are noble, even biblical, but are ineffective and fail because of a lack of discernment 
 

*The GOAL . . . THE MOST LOVING PLACE/PEOPLE IN TOWN! 
 
 
 

In our LEARNING . . .  
 

1. Holy Spirit: Convicts of sin / Guides to truth / Glorifies Christ  (Jn. 15-16) 
 

2. Bible:  2 Tim. 3.15-17 

 Teach: What is RIGHT  Reproof:  What is NOT RIGHT 

 Correct:  How to GET RIGHT Train:  How to STAY RIGHT   

 

Biblical Literacy 
 No other standard for righteous living  /  THE Guide to Godliness 

 
Study after study in the last quarter-century has revealed that American Christians increasingly don’t read their Bibles, don’t engage their 

Bibles, and don’t know their Bibles.  It’s obvious:  WE ARE LIVING IN A BIBLICALLY ILLITERATE CULTURE! 
 

It’s not as if we don’t have access.  The average American --- Christian or not --- owns at least three Bibles.  Even those who don’t have one in 

their home can download it free to their smartphones  or ‘steal’ a Gideon Bible from a hotel room.  The Word of God is more available than 

ever.  People have died to bring us what has led to modern translations of Scripture, yet we are dying from lack of knowledge. 
 

Most Christians desire maturity.  Research shows 90 percent of churchgoers agree with the statement, “I desire to please and honor Jesus in 

all I do.”  Almost 60 percent agree with, “throughout the day I find myself thinking about biblical truths.”  Most of us desire to please Jesus, 

but few of us bother to check with the Bible to find out what actually pleases Jesus. 
Ed Stetzer, Biblical Literacy by the Numbers Part 1:  The Challenge 

 
1 Thes. 4.1-3a.     

 Receive instruction how to walk and please God 

 EXCEL still more!   (walk, love, work) 

 Will of God?  Your Sanctification!        *LOOK LIKE CHRIST!!! 

 

*The GOAL . . .  Sanctification!  (1 Thes. 4)         

 
"How to Study the Bible: Updated Edition" by Dwight L. Moody  

"Why is it that so many young people from eighteen to twenty cannot be brought into a Bible class? Because they don’t want to show their 

ignorance. Many of our youth learn to play at church, but not to pray. They are taught to be happy, but not to be holy. There is no place in the 

world that is so fascinating as a live Bible class. I believe that we are to blame that they have been brought up in Sunday school with nice lessons 

but without knowing their Bibles. The result is that the children are growing up knowing what they are told, but not knowing what the Bible 

says. They don’t know where Matthew is, they don’t know where the epistle to the Ephesians is, they don’t know where to find Hebrews or 

any of the different books of the Bible. They ought to be taught how to handle the whole Bible, and it can be done by Sunday school teachers 

taking the Bible into the class and going right at it." 

 
But you know what?  That’s just NOT FUN!  It’s not even close compared to soccer or baseball!  We’re not competing with other 
churches to see who has the most engaging ministry, we’re competing with the devil himself as he continues to convince the 
average Christian that the temporal is more fun and beneficial than eternal.  And another thing, even if our kids desired it, ARE 
THE GROWN-UPS EQUIPPED to HANDLE the WORD of LIFE?!? 



In our LIVING . . .  
 

 We make it our aim/ambition to be pleasing  (2 Cor. 5.6-10) 
 

 We are ambassadors for Christ!  (2 Cor. 5.17-20) 

 
 Home: Deut. 6.5-7  Reading/Teaching/Modeling the scripture 

 Work/School/Play: Phil. 2.14-15  Don’t whine, but shine! 

 Church: Heb. 10.23-25  Hoping!  Encouraging! Assembling!  
o Small Group / Faith Family Functions / Serving opportunities 

 As you go:  Matt. 28.19-20   “make disciples” 
Luke 10.30-37   “love your neighbor” 
Acts 1.8    “be My witnesses” 

 
 

Rom. 8.29; 12.1-2   “CONFORM (imprint) to Christ . . . NOT to the world” 
 

John 8.30-31  “if you CONTINUE in My word, you will prove to be My disciples; and you will know the truth 
and the truth will make you free.” 

 

*The GOAL . . . (1)  REGENERATION ---  (2)  TRANSFORMATION ---  (3)  SANCTIFICATION ---  (4)  GLORIFICATION!!! 
 
 

 
Has been and always will be our Vision – our Goal –  

our Purpose & Mission! 

 
Circumstances may change.  Methods may change.   

Buildings may change.  Location may change.   

People may change. 
 

 

The Mission:  Growing the Saved to Reach the Lost.  
“The building up of the saved, and the winning of the lost are the purposes of our ministry, to the glory of God.  But God must work in us before 
He can work through us” (W. Wiersbe).   

 

The Expression:  We commit (COVENANT) as a body to honor God as the people he has joined together for the 

purpose he has charged to us in this place of ministry to a community and to the world.  We exist to love, learn, and live like 
Jesus in all places and in all ways . . . To the glory of God! 

 Membership means we are all necessary parts of the whole.   
 Membership means we are different but we still work together. 
 Membership means what we say and do is based on a biblical foundation of love. 

 
 

1. I WILL BE A FUNCTIONING CHURCH MEMBER  (Rom. 12, 1 Cor. 12) 



2. I WILL BE A UNIFYING CHURCH MEMBER  (Jn 13:35, Eph. 4, Col. 3) 


